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Instructions for using Marcel’s Python program  

Download Marcel's matrixgenerator.py program to a computer that can run Python 3. I use a Raspberry 

Pi and transfer files back and forth to my PC with a memory stick. Load the completed pin list file from 

step 11 in the same directory as the Python program so the start-up menu can find it. Double click on 

the matrixgenerator.py program to launch the Thonny IDE. Select "Build", "Compile" and then "Build", 

"Execute". The start menu of the program is shown below. It lists all the .txt files in the folder and asks 

you to enter the index number for the file you want. Next it will ask you to enter the index number for 

the Teensy you are using so it can do the correct pin translation.  

 

The program then gives the results in a terminal window which you should copy and paste into a text 

file. Save the text file on a memory stick for transfer to your PC.  

Download one of the keyboard routines from my repo that is similar to your keyboard so you can modify 

it with the results from the Python program. If you are using a Teensy 2.0++ with your keyboard, search 

for “int” in the code and make them all “unsigned int” or it will give compilation errors.  

An example output from Marcel’s program (with added notes) is given below.  

https://github.com/thedalles77/USB_Laptop_Keyboard_Controller-1/blob/master/matrixgenerator.py
https://github.com/thedalles77/USB_Laptop_Keyboard_Controller/tree/master/Example_Keyboards/Dell_Inspiron_1525
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In the USB Keyboard code, look for the line: 

const byte cols_max = ; 
For this example it should be set to 8; 

Look for the line: 

const byte rows_max = ; 
For this example it should be set to 17; 

Look for the line: 

int Col_IO[cols_max] = {     }; // unsigned int is required for 2.0++ 

For this example it should list pins 8,16,9,15,10,14,11,26 inside the curly brackets 
Look for the line: 

int Row_IO[rows_max] = {     }; // unsigned int is required for 2.0++ 

For this example it should list pins 23,0,22,1,24,2,21,3,25,4,20,5,19,6,18,7,17 inside the curly brackets 
The normal, modifier, media, and old_key matrixes are provided by Marcel’s Python program and 

should be copied and pasted over the top of the existing array values as shown in the following screen 

captures. 
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